


A Ne~. Beginning . .
At the World Trade Center
And the Resurge'n
Of. Lowe~ Manhattan

Mired with delays, Ground Zero just recently began its ascent from
the ashes of tragedy with many projects now just beginning con-
struction. Meanwhile, Lower Manhattan has reinvented itself with a
myriad of new businesses and retailers relocating there. Plus the
unprecedented condo conversion craze has drawn more than 10,000
residents, making Downtown a 24/7 destination.

By Barbara L. Nelson
Editor

President of Silverstein Properties Larry Silverstien stands in front of Balloon Flower
by artist Jeff Koons at 7 World Trade Center,
Photo: Cris Molina, The Photographers' Gallery



Five years later, Ground Zero' looks pret-
ty much the same as it did after the
cleanup from the terrorist attacks of

Sept. 11. But stakeholders insist that, even
after innumerable and often embarrassing
delays, making sure they had the right plan
was essential to building a better, safer World
Trade Center. And, now that the planning is
behind them, the hardest part of the redevel-
opment process begins: rebuilding.

"Certainly, this has been an exceedingly
difficult and frustrating process," says World
Trade Center developer Larry Silverstein,
president of Silverstein Properties.
'iChallenges range from trying to get the
insurance companies to pay what they owe
to resolving the daunting security issues, to
dealing with the lack of communication
between various government entities that set
us back with the Freedom Tower ... Overall, I
think most of the challenges speak to the

unprecedented nature of what we are trying
to accomplish. This is uncharted territory for
everyone involved."

Port Authority of New York & New Jersey
spokesman Pasquale DiFulco says the
human component has been a huge concern
throughout the process. "This is arguably
one of the most complex projects in the his-
tory of this city, especially considering the
number of stakeholders that are financially
and emotionally tied to that site. There has
been no other construction project that
involved terrorist attacks and thousands of
deaths. It's hard enough to move through the
construction process, securing permits and
everything else that's involved, but when
you put that in context of a project that's as
emotional as the World Trade Center, I think
it really does require a very deliberate and
thorough approach."

The Lower Manhattan Development

Ground Zero
Redevelopment Timeline

2007
Jan. 2001 Larry Silverstein, president of Silverstein
Properties, along with Westfield America makes a
$3.2 billion bid for the lease to the World Trade
Center. Vornado Realty outbids Silverstein by $50
million. Vornado later withdraws its bid.

July 24,2001 Silverstein wins the bid. According to
a Port Authority NY & NJ press release:
"Silverstein Properties Inc. and Westfield America
Inc. will lease the Twin Towers and other portions
of the complex in a deal worth approximately $3.2
billion-the city's richest real estate deal ever and
one of the largest privatization initiatives in history."
In the lease agreement, Silverstein is also given the
right to rebuild the structures, if destroyed.

Sept. 11, 2001 The World Trade Center was
destroyed in a terrorist attack. Two hijacked jets
crashed into the twin towers, causing them to col-
lapse. An estimated 2,752 people were killed.

Oct. 26, 2001 The USA PATRIOT Act is signed into
law by President George W. Bush. Title III of the
Act, also known as the International Money
Laundering and Anti-Terrorist Financing Act of
2001, amended the Bank Secrecy Act of 1970 by
requiring that all financial institutions establish min-
imum anti-money laundering programs. Included in
the definition of "financial institutions" is "persons
involved in real estate closings and settlements."

Nov. 30, 2001 Gov. George Pataki and Mayor
Rudolph Giuliani create the Lower Manhattan
Oevelopment Corp. to oversee the rebuilding of the
WTC site and the revitalization of Manhattan below
Houston Street.

Dec. 17, 2001 Work crews pulled down the last
standing piece of the Twin Towers - four stories
of steel known as "the shroud."

2002
Jan. 20, 2002 The Ritz Carlton became the first new
building to open in Lower Manhattan, post-9/11.

April24,2002 The LMOC requests proposals forthe
design for a master plan for the site.

May 2002 Workers began putting up structural
steel supports for the tunnel that would cover the
rebuilt 1 and 9 subway tracks, which had been
destroyed in the WTC attacks.

May 28, 2002 The last girder from the WTC is
removed during a somber ceremony, the first of
three major tributes marking the end of recovery
efforts. The recovery and clean-up efforts involved
the removal of 1.8 million tons of debris (more than
100,000truck loads). During the 3.1 million person-
hours of labor that were required to excavate the
site, there were no deaths or life-threatening acci-
dents reported.

July 16, 2002 The LMDC and the Port Authority
unveiled six proposals for the layout of the WTC
site, which contain common elements, including a
permanent memorial; public open space; 11 million
sf of commercial office space; a 600,000-sf hotel
and 600,000 sf of retail space; a transportation hub
serving New York and New Jersey; cultural and
civic institutions; a rebuilt St. Nicholas Greek
Orthodox Church, and residential facilities off-site.



Sept. 16,2002 Subway lines, including the 1 and
9 train at South Ferry and the Nand R train at
Cortland Street, are restored. The project is com-
pleted six months ahead of schedule and approx-
imately $150 million under budget.

Sept. 26, 2002 The LMDC selected six architec-
tural teams-from more than 400 applicants-to
take part in a design study conceiving of the
future plans for the WTC site. The teams pre-
pared several variations on the site's land plan.

Nov. 2002 President Bush signs the Terrorism
Risk Insurance Act, creating a federal reinsur-
ance backstop in the event of certain cata-
strophic terrorism losses for buildings.

Nov. 20, 2002 Plans for 7 WTC, a 52-story steel-
and-glass skyscraper, are unveiled by
Silverstein. The new building is to be five stories
taller than its predecessor and scheduled for
completion in late 2005.

Dec. 12, 2002 Mayor Michael Bloomberg pre-
sents the City's vision for Lower Manhattan, to
include proposals for opening the waterfront,
building affordable housing, and ensuring
Downtown's future as a leader in the global
economy.

2003
Feb. 10,2003 Gov. Pataki and Mayor Bloomberg
unveiled a multi-billion-dollar transit plan, out-
lining the creation of a Lower Manhattan trans-
portation infrastructure linking all of the area's
subway lines and the PATH into a seamless
transit network. The plan also included a WTC
transportation hub and the new Fulton Street
Transit Center, slated to move forward as soon
as 2004.

Feb. 27,2003 The LMDC announced the selection
of Studio Daniel Libeskind as the team to
redesign the WTC. The design scheme-the
work of Polish-born American architect Daniel
Libeskind-preserv.es, in part, the existing slurry
wall of the WTC foundation, creates a multi-
faceted setting for a memorial, includes trans-
portation and cultural centers, and has a 1,776-
foot spire-topped- taller than any other building
in the world.

March 26,2003 The New York City Department of
Environmental Protection completed work
removing the dust and debris that accumulated
on the roofs, windows, and facades of
Downtown buildings following the WTC collapse.
At the project's close, DEP crews had cleaned
the exteriors of 221 buildings, totaling more than
3.6 million sf.

Apri/25, 2003 Gov. Pataki outlined an ambitious
and specific timetable for the revitalization of
Lower Manhattan, a plan consistent with the one
the mayor presented in December 2002.Pataki's
schedule, which touched on a wide range of
plans, programs, and construction Downtown,
began with the memorial competition, set a Sept.
11,2006 deadline for completion of the 1,776-foot
tower that is the structural center-piece of the
WTC site, and would end with the opening of a
rail link to JFK Airport in 2013.

Spring 2003 Lower Manhattan sees the opening
of new and returning businesses, including the
Greenmarket, the Millenium Hotel, a new
Equinox gym in Tribeca, Borders Books, and
many new restaurants and retail outlets.

Corp., created in the immediate aftermath of
September 11 th as a transitional agency to
help in the recovery and coordinate the
rebuilding, was thorough in its search for a
WTC master plan. It received 400 applica-
tions from design teams worldwide. All in
all, it participated in more than 200 public
hearings and allocated more than $2.7 bil-
lion in federal funding earmarked for
rebuilding initiatives for Lower Manhattan.
With its master plan being implemented and
funds distributed, the agency will be closing
its doors this fall.

Alex Garvin, the former vice president of
the Lower Manhattan Development Corp.,
says it was monumental task. "There were
obstacles to getting a great plan. There are
obstacles to implementing some of the ele-
ments of that plan, and that's very typical of
any major development or project like
this ... The development of that property is dif-
ficult, time consuming and will require a
great deal of skill on all of the players."

The principal player, Silverstein, began
his connection to the main WTC site in july
2001, when Silverstein Properties won the
bid for the 99-year lease of the World
Trade Center buildings. However, his ini-
tial relationship to the WTC began in the
1980s when he bought 7 WTC and its
property. Today, 7 WTC, the last building
to fall on September 11, is the only build-
ing completed.

"I· have been involved in the World Trade
Center for half of my 50-year career,"
Silverstein explains. "By virtue of our lease
and our insurance policies, we had an oblig-
ation to rebuild. More important, we felt it
was our responsibility to see this through.
Silverstein Properties lost four of its employ-
ees on 9/11, and others, including myself and
my children, were fortunate to be spared.
This is personal."

As personal as it was for many connected
to the site, the Freedom Tower, which was
slated for completion this month, had been
stalled in security and design issues until
April of this year when an agreement was
finally ironed out between Silverstein and the
Port Authority.

After Gov. George Pataki's 90-day dead-
line for an agreement had expired, Silverstein
and the Port Authority reached a consensus.
Silverstein relinquished rights under his lease
to rebuild two towers-including the
Freedom Tower-and agreed to pay a rent-
in excess of market-for development sites.
Silverstein Properties will also share insur-
ance proceeds, approximately 38% of which
will go to the PA, and Liberty Bonds.
However, insurance proceeds are still out-
standing from seven insurers. To ensure
prompt payment, the Port Authority, together
with the Silverstein and retail World Trade

Center net lessees, filed an action in the
Supreme Court of the State of New York
against the insurance companies in June.

Silverstein held his own throughout the
bargaining process, without getting as ugly as
his detractors, who at one point called him
"greedy" and likened him to a profit-monger-
ing developer.

"I have been in this business long enough
to know that deals are not reached by nego-
tiating in public or name-calling in the
press," he says. "The only way to reach an
agreement is to sit down together, roll up
your sleeves and get it done. There was just
no purpose served by ratcheting up the
rhetoric."

Keeping his promise, Silverstein's compa-
ny began work on the 2.6 million-sf building
that will be 1,362 feet tall, the height of the
original WTC South Tower. An illuminated
antenna atop the tower will enable it to reach
the originally intended height, when it's com-
pleted, hopefully, in 2011.

"It will be 1,776 feenall as envisioned in
the original Daniel Libeskind master plan and
in each iteration of David Childs' design,
including the final design we unveiled in
june," Silverstein says. "I promised the
Governor that we would deliver a magnifi-
cent new icon on the skyline and that is
exactly what I intend to do."

The latest revision of the Freedom Tower
design from architect David Childs of
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill also addresses
security concerns raised by the New York
City Police Department, which had further
delayed the start of construction last year.

Overseeing the construction of 7 WTC and
now the Freedom Tower is Dan Tishman,
president of Tishman Construction Co. He
says building 7 WTC was a trying experience,
unprecedented anywhere in the US.

"I imagine it would be comparable to
building something in Iraq," Tishman recalls.
"As the construction company, we got
involved with things we normally wouldn't
get involved with, the street security and how
you gain access to the site. Things that when
you are building at 42nd Street you never
have to ask."

It will be much the same at the Ground
Zero site, which at the height of construction
will require a truck delivery every three min-
utes to supply the multiple construction pro-
jects going on simultaneously at the Freedom
Tower, WTC Path Station, WTC Memorial,
the new Goldman Sachs building, Fulton
Street Transit Center, 123 Washington St., the
decommissioning of the Deustche Bank
building and Fiterman Hall and then Towers
Two, Three and Four. Little has been said
about the site of Tower Five, which will be
developed by the Port Authority, as decided
in the agreement with Silverstein.



May 27, 2003 The LMDC allocates $25 million to
rehabilitate and create parks and green spaces
Downtown. The project was designed to include
a variety of improvements, from public plazas
and sitting areas to playgrounds and ballfields.

May 28,2003 Registration for the WTC memorial
competition closes, with 13,683 expressions of
interest, the largest ever response to a design
competition. The successful international out-
reach program by the LMDC drew entries from
more than 90 countries. 4,600 registrants were
residents of New York State.

June 17,2003 Kevin Rampe is named president
of the LMDC after serving as interim president
since March 4.

June 30, 2003 By the final day of the memorial
competition, 5,201 designs are submitted. The
jury began to review the anonymous submissions
and select finalists.

Aug. 7,2003 A team led by the Spanish architect
Santiago Calatrava is selected by the Port
Authority to design the Downtown transportation
hub planned for Ground Zero.

Aug. 22, 2003 Pedestrian bridge spanning West
Street at Vesey Street is opened.

September 2003 The Solaire building, the world's'
first environmentally sustainable residential
highrise, at Battery Park City. officially opened.

Sept. 17,2003 The LMDC unveiled a revised mas-
ter plan for the WTC site that made some impor-
tant r.eal-world adjustments; while very much
preserving Libeskind's existing design, both in
spirit and on the ground.

Sept. 29, 2003 Chief Judge of the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit, John M.
Walker Jr., issued a ruling that denies
Silverstein Properties' motion for summary
judgment in its battle with Swiss Re, Travelers
and other insurers over the amount to be paid
for the destruction of the WTC. The case later
goes before a federal jury.

Oct. 2003 Gov. Pataki appoints Senator George
Mitchell to mediate the dispute between the
insurers and Deutsche Bank. Senator Mitchell,
with the assistance and support of the LMDC,
assembles and leads a team to resolve a dispute
between the bank, Allianz Insurance and AXA
Insurance, and the LMDC.

Nov. 23, 2003 The temporary PATH station
opened at the WTC Site.

Nov. 26, 2003 City and state officials announce a
plan to revitalize Lower Manhattan's Financial
District, calling for streetscape changes in the
several blocks surrounding the New York Stock
Exchange.

Dec. 19, 2003 City and state officials unveil a
plan for the Freedom Tower, the ambitious
structure to be built at the WTC site. Designed
by collaborating architects David Childs and
Daniel Libeskind.

2004
Jan. 6, 2004 The LMDC announces the selection
of "Reflecting Absence" by designers Michael
Arad and Peter Walker as the winners of the
WTC Memorial Design Competition.

Right now, several projects are underway
including the Freedom Tower, the WTC
Memorial and the permanent PATH station.
Towers Three and Four are slated to begin as
soon as the Port Authority delivers the fully
excavated and construction ready sites to
Silverstein in the summer of 2007. Tower
Two, which had been slated to begin next
summer, will break ground during the sum-
mer of 2008.

"The sheer magnitude and volume of work
that's going to be happening in that location
is unfathomable," Tishman said. "There is
goi ng to be more construction in that
postage-stamp area of Manhattan then has
ever happened in that small ofa contained
area in New York City ever before."

Charles Maikish, executive director of the
Lower Manhattan Construction Command
Center, predicts the construction work will
peak sometime between 2008 and 2009.

"There is going to be over $20-billion
worth of construction happening down here
within a square mile," says Maikish. "Your
best efforts are to deliver the projects on time
within scope and within budget."

For the last year, he says his and his team's
job has been dealing with logistics of coordi-
nating not only the rebuilding efforts of
Ground Zero site, but taking into considera-
tion all the construction going on in and
around the site. The beginning of the process
was creating a master schedule that includes
transporting supplies, labor force, and equip-
ment onto and out of the site, without nega-
tively impacting the surrounding neighbor-
hoods and businesses.

"Some of the issues are how do we get the
concrete into Lower Manhattan, do we have
a concrete batching plant somewhere close
by on the island of Manhattan?" he explains.
"What are the routes, what is the travel time?
How do we get the labor force in, what are
the methods of transporting the labor force?"

Many of those questions have been or are
in the process of being answered he said,
with the help of the industry, a myriad of
consultants and city and state agencies.

The LMCCC has also been charged with
overseeing the security of the site. Everything
and anything that is allowed to enter the
Ground Zero site will be highly screened.

"One of the approaches that we are taking
is checking the truck from the point of depar-
ture, like the concrete trucks would be
checked at the concrete plant," says
Maikish. "Electronically tagging vehicles is
also being looked at. So when a truck shows
up at a gate that it's a secure truck and
secure driver and it can be permitted to
enter. That way we're not backing up traffic
on city streets."

He is also overseeing the long-awaited
razing of the Deutsche Bank building. Many

have questioned as to whether it will really
ever come down, but Maikish said progress is
being made. "The crane is being jacked as
we speak, going up the side of building,"
explains Maikish. "The top 10 floors are
being decontaminated and the deconstruc-
tion of the roof will start this month. The
building will come down at the rate of a floor
a week or floor every week and half."

With the rebuilding efforts underway, the
World Trade Center can now be thought
about in a leasing sense. But how much
space will really be needed?

Prior to this summer, Silverstein's 7 WTC
wasn't exactly standing-room-only with
interested tenants. But recent activity turned
the tables in Silverstein's favor, with 7 WTC
now 14% leased, and approximately 50%
"spoken for."

just last month, Darby and Darby LLP, an
intellectual property law firm, took two floors
at 80,000 sf. In july, Mansueto Ventures
became the first corporate tenant to decide to
locate its headquarters at 7 WTC and will
move from its Midtown Manhattan offices
into 7 WTC in early 2007. Investor joe
Mansueto's company, which owns two mag-
azines, will occupy one entire floor in the
building. Ameriprise Financial currently
occupies the 39th floor and the New York
Academy of Sciences will move into its new
headquarters on the 40th floor this fall.
Moody's Investors Service has also signed a
letter of intent to lease 15 floors in the 52-
story tower.

Missing from the list is Beijing Vantone
Real Estate Ltd. The company was to lease
200,000 sf, the top five floors, for 15 years,
but did not deliver a letter of credit upon
deadline, according to Silverstein. Silverstein
pulled the deal off the table, sending a letter
to the company saying "we no longer have
confidence in your ability to fulfill the terms
of the proposed lease transaction."

Insiders say Beijing Vantone is still looking
in Manhattan for the home to what is to be
the China Center, a homebase for Chinese
firms looking to set up business hubs.in New
York. Leasing space in the Freedom Tower is
also being considered by the firm.

In the years 2011 to 2013, the Freedom
Tower and Towers 2, 3 and 4 will deliver
nearly 8.8 million sf of commercial office
space. Leasing the Freedom Tower could
prove difficult, because of its symbolic
nature, say some brokers. "It's big, it's sort
of monolithic," says Barry Gosin, CEO of
Newmark Knight Frank. "It's built for pub-
lic purpose. It will be government for the
most part."

If plans proceed as expected, the US
Customs and Border Protection could be the
Freedom Center's anchor tenant.

"We are currently working with the
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Federal General Services Administration to
lease 600,000 sf," says DiFulco, of the Port
Authority. "There is no agreement at this
point, but there is a memorandum of
understanding. We are also in discussions
with the New York State's General
Services Administration, and the City of
New York. That's all happening right now.
As we move forward, we will also be initi-
ating conversations with private entities,
but those are ones we are having current
discussions with."

Gosin, like others, predicts the demand
won't be there. "I still say in the amo·unt of
time when the office space will come
online, it's too much space to swallow in
the two-year period."

But there are just as many who say the
opposite, considering the current and pro-
jected job growth. "We can't be shortsight-
ed and not capture the demand, as it con-
tinues to grow, because we don't have sup-
ply," says Ken Krasnow, EVP, director of tri-
state brokerage, Trammell Crow Co.

John Wheeler, managing director of
Jones Lang LaSalle, sees companies queu-
ing up to rent at the WTC, one of the last
developable spaces in Manhattan. "You are
going to see a lot of pre-leasing done," he
says. "Some of that's going to probably be
lined up this year. So it's not like you are
going to be dropping all of this speculative
office space on the market at once. Our
firm and the major real estate firms have
done fairly exhaustive studies on where
you can build in Manhattan. And about the
only new frontier that could offer any sig-
nificant release valve for new building
product is really on the West Side."

According to a March report by CB
Richard Ellis, with Manhattan's office
product aging and very. little new office
product being built, the overall vacancy
rate for prime office space in top-tier prop-
erties could drop to as low as 3% by 2009,

'which could equate to an acute shortage of
high-quality office space in Manhattan that
could emerge as early as 2008. The World
Trade Center site and the City's Hudson
Yards development seem to be the only
relief value, with the latter being 10 to 15
years away.

But, Gosin asks, even armed with studies
and economic indicators, does anyone real-
ly know what will happen in five to seven
years? "Three weeks before the dot.com
crash, Alan Greenspan stated in public that
'I see no reason for a change in this econo-
my and the stock market.' If Alan
Greenspan didn't know three weeks before
the dot.com burnout, what makes you think
Barry Gosin or any other expert could pre-
dict demand with any certainty several
years in advance?"



Jan. 74, 2004 Michael Arad and Peter Walker
unveiled their revised design for "Reflecting
Absence." The signature "voids" -cascading
pools sunken thirty feet into the footprints of the
Twin Towers-remained the centerpiece ofthe
design.

Jan. 22, 2004 Santiago Calatrava unveils his
design for the transportation hub to be built at
the WTC site.

Feb. 5, 2004 Four options for a direct rail link
from Lower Manhattan to JFK International
Airport were outlined after being deemed the
most feasible of several alternatives examined
since an airport-access study was launched
September 2003.

Artist Jeff Koons, in. front of his Balloon
Flower installation at 7 World Trade Center.
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near Greenwich Street and West Broadway.
"The piece is very open to people," says Koons, sitting on a wood-slatted bench in,the park

for a recent interview. "And so it reflects them, it's a reflective surface, and they're very
important. The piece really doesn't exist without them participating with it."

The work, a longtime loan to Silverstein by Koons, is designed not only as a literally
reflective object but also as an impetus for reflection on the past, present and the future
of this iconic site. "I've always hoped thatthe piece, which is part of my Celebration series
of paintings and sculptures, would be festive-and yes, there can be some remembrance
of the tragedy- but that is something that wouldn't be dwelling in their minds. There's
also an aspect of moving forward and there could be joy and happiness and a sense of the
future," he says.

While he's talking, a parade of people, notably a toddler who reached out to try to touch
the oh-so-pretty red Balloon Flower, literally found themselves reflected in the work. "It's one
thing to see an object that's reflected in Balloon Flower and to understand your importance
because when you move, things move; if you
don't move, nothing changes," he says. "At
the end of the day, everything is about peo-
ple's interactions with each other."

And Balloon Flower is, indeed, all about
change in a changing landscape. "During the
time that we're looking at it right now, the
sun is pretty high in the sky; when the sun
goes behind the buildings, it tends to go
toward a bluer shade so, as the light
changes throughout the day, it also changes
in its color because of its transparency,"
Koons says. "At high noon, it gets more of a
yellow-ora ngeish-red."

Koons, the star pop artist best known to
New Yorkers for "Puppy," the 43-foot-high
topiary shaped like a Scottish Terrier that was
filled with 60,000 live flowering plants exhibit-
ed outside Rockefeller Center during the sum-
mer of 2000, was approached by Silverstein to
create an original sculpture for 7 WTC. "I
came up with a design, a floral piece titled
Building Blocks, but it was too large," he says,
adding that most of the park, including the
fountain, had been completed by the time he
came on board. "The red Balloon Flower was
finished this y,ear and was in my personal col-
lection. It is an ideal size, and red is a very
popular color."

Of the 20 Balloon Flower sculptures, only
one other, the blue, is on public display. Part of
the Daimler-Chrysler Collection, it is in
Potsdamer Platz in Berlin.

Although Koons ideally envisioned placing
Balloon Flower in a reflection pond, he says
the cascading water jets are "wonderful. I
like the aspect of the moisture, and it is a
symbol of life."

A longtime Manhattan resident, the artist
says he is honored that Silverstein chose
Balloon Flower for the park. "I'm very, very
proud in some manner to try to help people
heal and move forward," he says, adding that
"I'd like to be able to create something that
would be a higher official presence at the
site. Larry is always open to ideas, and I'm
trying to have ideas that can be helpful and
beneficial and that can be of interest to Larry
and to the community as a whole."

When and if he creates a new piece for

Feb. 27, 2004 An accord between Deutsche Bank
and its insurers is reached to bring down the
Deutsche Bank building adjacent to the WTC site.
The resolution increases open space, provides for
off-site bus parking, and reduces the building den-
sity on the WTC site.

April 2, 2004The Skyscraper Museum-the first
new museum to open in Downtown New York
since 91l1-officially welcomed the public into
its galleries.

April 8,2004 The LMDCannounces the establish-
ment of a Memorial Center Advisory Committee,
which will provide suggestions regarding the
content, programming, and guidelines for the
Memorial Center at the future WTC site.
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April 29, 2004 Jurors in a U.S. District Court in
Manhattan render an incomplete and split deci-
sion, finding eight of the 12 insurance compa-
nies-constituting more than $1 billion of cover-
age-were governed by an insurance form that
defines the attacks on the WTC as a single event,
or "occurrence," thereby drastically reducing
payment to Silverstein.

May 16,2004 ConEd flips the switch on the newly
built electric substation at Ground Zero, supplying
power from the WTC site to Battery Park City for
the first time since 9/11.

May 26,2004 The design for Lower Manhattan's
$750-million Fulton Sheet Transit Center is
unveiled.

June 1,2004 The LMDC board approved the gen-
eral project plan for the rebuilding of Ground
Zero and announced the completion of the envi:
ronmental review process.

June 10,2004 After reviewing more than 100 pro-
posals, the LMDC selects four cultural institu-
tions, with space offered to the Joyce
International Dance Center, the Freedom Center,
the Signature Theatre, and the Drawing Center.

June 17, 2004 The Greenmarket returns to the
WTC site.

June 24, 2lNJ4 Enhancements to the Vesey Street
pedestrian bridge over West Street, including
escalator service, were completed.

July 4, 2004The Freedom Tower groundbreaking
ceremony took place at Ground Zero, with the
Freedom Stone placed in the ground. The stone
was later removed and taken off the site.

July 29,2004 George W. Bush approves a plan to
redirect up to $2 billion in federally funded Liberty
Zone tax benefits toward other Downtown rebuild-
ing efforts. Among the projects expected to
receive funding is a $6' billion rail link between
Lower Manhattan and Long Island and JFK airport.

Aug. 2, 2004 Downtown's Church Street post
office, located next to 'Ground Zero, reopens and
The LMDC issues a formal request for proposals
for architectural services forthe cultural complex-
es at the new WTC site.

Aug. 3, 2004 The Statue of Liberty begins wel-
coming the public once again.

Aug. 11,2004 The Coordinated Construction Act
for Lower Manhattan is signed by Gov. Pataki.
The bill,. proposed by MayorMichael Bloomberg,
would help ease Downtown's redevelopment by
making certain that construction in Lower
Manhattan's neighborhoods occurs in the most
time-conscious manner.

Aug. 31, 2004 The LMDC acquire the property at
130 Liberty Street and engaged the services of
environmental consultants to conduct environ-
mental testing and characterization of the build-
ing. The testing and characterization results
have been made available to the public through-
out the process.

Sept. 14,2004 LMDC representatives present an
eagerly awaited study about the cleaning and
deconstruction of 130 Liberty St., previously
owned by Deutsche Bank.

Ground Zero, Koons says that it, like Balloon Flower, will be "a positive symbol" for the
rebirth of Downtown. In the meantime, the red Balloon Flower, he says, will remain in
place "as long as people enjoy it. As long as they do, I'm sure that it will be here quite
some time."

The art of Balloon Flower-and any work of art-is in the eye of the beholder. Some look
at Balloon Flower and see a New York City Big Apple smack-dab in its center. Others are
reminded of Dorothy's there's-no-place-like-home ruby slippers. For others, it is a love knot,
whose straight end shoots up to the sky, pointing to a bright future.

"Art is what happens inside the viewer," Koons says. "I hope that people can feel com-
fortable with the work and that it helps them feel good about their own history, whatever that
history is. When people are able to help themselves, then they are able to flourish and to
expand their parameters."

As Koons is leaving the park, his reflection, a man in a blue suit; follows him on Balloon
Flower. When he's at the street, a man in a T-shirt and shorts walks up to him and points at
Balloon Flower as it glows in the noon sun.

"What's that supposed to be?" he asks, unaware that's he's speaking to the artist who
created it.

"It's a sculpture," Koons replies matter-of-factly.
"But what is it?" the perplexed stranger asks. "Is it cherries or balloons?"
"Balloons."
"OK. I'll go for that," the stranger says and smiles as he walks toward the gaping black hole

where the Freedom Tower is waiting to rise.

The lowdown on leasing Downtown
By Barbara L. Nelson
Editor

MOSt of the recovery Downtown has taken place outside of the Ground Zero pit.
And the experts say, as bad as it could have been, leasing statistics in the
Financial District never got that depressing.



"Despite taking tremendous blows from the terrorist attacks, Downtown never fell as far
as many had feared," says John Wheeler, managing director of Jones Lang LaSalle. "From a
commercial office perspective, it never fell to the level of where we were in the early '90s
when we nearly reached 25% availability rate Downtown. After the attacks, Downtown only
hit about a 15% or 16% availability rate."

According to a Downtown Alliance report tracking Lower Manhattan's progress over
the last five years, office leasing activity has gathered strength in Lower Manhattan since
the post-9/11 slowdown, and leasing in 2006 continues its positive momentum with 1.34
million sf signed as of the end of the second quarter. Strong leasing activity has led to
increases in absorption every year for the past five years, including more than a million
sf of positive net absorption in 2005.

"The change has been in two dramatic ways," says Eric Deutsch, president of the
Downtown Alliance. "One is we now have a diversification of types of businesses in Lower
Manhattan besides the traditional financial services. While there has always been other
kinds of business down here, now more and
more of the leasing activity you are seeing is
professional, whether they be legal, architec-
tural, engineering, media companies, non-
profits, educational institutions, or education-
al-related businesses."

"The other thing we've seen is the number
of smaller businesses coming Downtown, as
space gets tighter throughout the city,"
Deutsch further explains. "The good thing
about that is the future job growth has tradi-
tionally been in small business. So today's
5,000 sf user coming from Midtown South is
hopefully tomorrow's 50,000 sf user and after
that a 100,000 sf user."

In fact, since the beginning of 2005, at
least 72 companies have committed to relo-
cate their businesses from Midtown,
Midtown South and elsewhere in the metro-
politan region to Lower Manhattan.
Together, these businesses account for
more than 1.5 million sf of new leases south
of Murray Street.

"In the bigger picture, Downtown is even
better positioned to capture some of the'
demand then it ever has historically," says
Ken Krasnow, EVP, director oftri-state broker-
age, Trammell Crow Co. "The infrastructure is
coming together-the residential, the retail-
ers, it's all falling into place."

Another indication of a strong recovery is
decreasing vacancy rates. After shooting up
7.3 percentage points to a high of 13.7%, the
vacancy rate among office properties in
Lower Manhattan began a slow, steady
decline. As of 20 '06, the vacancy rate has
fallen to 11.2%, a decline of 2.5 percentage
points from the post-9/11 peak. This trend is
due in part to firms taking space off the mar-
ket for their own use. According to CB
Richard Ellis, since the beginning of 2006
more than 1.2 million sf of space has been
withdrawn from the market by JP Morgan
Chase, General Electric, Merrill Lynch,
Guardian Life Insurance, TO Waterhouse
and others.

Stronger demand has also led to
increased rents that were sluggish post-9/11.
Average rents in Lower Manhattan declined
steadily until early 2005. The entry of 7 WTC

Oct 12, 2004 The LMDC announces the selection
of Gehry Partners LLP and Snohetta as the design-
ers ofthe cultural center at the WTC site.

Oct 21. 2004 7 WTC officially reaches its peak
when it was crowned with the final steel beam in a
ceremony hosted by developer Larry Silverstein.

Nov. 22, 2004 To ease the impact of rebuilding
Ground Zero, the Mayor and Governor established
the Lower Manhattan Construction Command
Center that will oversee the extensive construction
taking place throughout the area.

Dec. 1,2004 A diverse group of more than 30 mem-
bers is appointed to serve as the board of directors
for the WTC Memorial Foundation.
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Dec. 6, 2004 Jurors in a U.S. District Court in
Manhattan rule in favor of Silverstein giving him an
additional $1.1billion from nine insurers, declaring
the terrorists attacks to be two "occurrences."

Dec. 16,2004 Expandingon the conceptual render-
ings unveiled last year, the detailed designs of the
9/11memorial,"Reflecting Absence," are unveiled.

2005
Feb. 2005 The MTA begins construction of the
new Fulton Street Transit Center.

Feb. 4, 2005 Mayor Bloomberg announces the
creation of a new school to serve Lower
Manhattan students from the kindergarten level
through eighth grade.

Feb. 14,2005 Gov. Pataki and Mayor Bloomberg
appoint J. P. Morgan Chase executive Charles
Maikish to head the Lower Manhattan Command
Center.

Feb. 26,2005 A memorial honoring the six people
who died in the Feb. 26, 1993, bombing of the
WTC is formally dedicated at Ground Zero.

April 11.2005 The LMDC submits a "Request for
Variance" to the New York State Department of
Labor, an important step toward the deconstruc-
tion of 130 Liberty, formerly tlie Deutsche Bank
Building. The request allows the LMDCto finalize
the Phase I Deconstruction Plan revisions, which
will keep the deconstruction on track for a sum-
mer 2005start.

April 14, 2005 Gov. Pataki, the BPCA, and
Millennium Partners break ground on a new 35-
story "green" residential ·tower Downtown.
Located at West Street and First Place, the 236-
'unit condominium will be the fourth "green"
building to rise in Battery Park City.

April 30, 2005 Road reconstruction work at the
east end of Wall Street was completed..

May 4, 2005 Mayor Bloomberg and Gov. Pataki
convened with rebuilding officials, including rep-
resentatives from the LMDC, the New York City
Police Department. the Port Authority, and
Silverstein, and together reached an agreement
that the Freedom Tower must.be redesigned to
meet NYPDsecurity standards.

May 19, 2005 The LMDC presented schematic
designs for the cultural center to be built at the
WTC site.

June 29,2005 A revised design for the Freedom
Tower at the WTC site was revealed.
Maintaining the symbolic 1,776-foot height of
the original, the new tower will feature a larger,
cubic base-the same size as the footprints of
the Twin Towers-and will be set back further
from West Street, alleviating security concerns
raised about the earlier design.

July 13, 2005 The Federal Transit
Administration approved an $899 million grant
to help rebuild the Lower Manhattan transit
system, including $478 million to fund an under-
ground vehicle screening center at the new
WTC site, $200 million to reconstruct West
Street-Route 9A, $174 million to build a founda-
tion at the WTC transportation hub, and $30 mil-
lion to structurally fortify an underground
pedestrian corridor planned along Fulton
Street.

into the market in February 2005 caused Downtown rental rates to increase $4.55 per sf.
Since that time, strong demand has led to a steady upward climb in rental rates, which
increased every month from November 2005 to July 2006 to reach $38.57 per sf-the high-
est average pricing since May 2002, according to the Downtown Alliance report.

"Our view is that no predictions are necessary now," says Sheldon Cohen, senior manag-
ing director, CB Richard Ellis. "It's already happening. The world's financial center is open for
business. There's a lot of activity."

Contributing to lower vacancy rates and increased asking rents is the conversion of
class Band C buildings to luxury condos. Approximately 12 million sf of basically obso-
lete office space was taken off the market over the past five years, according to a Jones
Lang LaSalle report.

"It takes away some of the downward-priced pressure that always existed in Lower
Manhattan in the tertiary product," explains Wheeler. "Prior to this residential conversion
trend, if you had a well-positioned, well-maintained, upgraded prewar building that was try-
ing to get $28 or $29 per sf, you typically knew down the street or around the block there was
going to be a class B building that you could space at $20 per sf. It had a dragging affect on
what you could charge for your space. Nowthe well-maintained prewar productthat remains
in the commercial side of the equation is able to increase their rents, because now their basis.
of comparison is against class A product."

Joe Harbert, chief operating officer for the New York Metro Region of Cushman &
Wakefield, says that with less availability in the prime markets in Manhattan, Downtown will
start attracting even more attention from companies seeking space.

"With the Midtown and Midtown South markets continuing to tighten and rents escalating,
tenants who want to remain in Manhattan will need to look Downtown. Over the next one to
two years, as vacancy rates decline Downtown and conditions improve, we may see rental
rates for class A space Downtown reaching the mid-$50 per square foot range."

Barry Gosin, CEO of Newmark Knight Frank, agrees that things are shaping up in Lower
Manhattan. However, he would like to error on the side of caution. "I think Downtown is mov-
ing in the right direction. Mayor Bloomberg has done a great job with parks and development
projects. I think the financial industry is doing incredibly well. Tiffany's and Hermes is a great
addition to Downtown. It's all good." But, he says, predicting supply and demand, especially
in the real estate industry, "is not an exact science. That's why we have cycles. We've had
200 years of cycles in this country. And if somebody doesn't think we are not going to have a
cycle, then I don't agree."

Gosin sees the market softening by 2008. "As more inventory comes into the market or
anticipated inventory to take care of the long-term needs, demand will flatten."

But there are those who would strongly disagree. "If you go back six months pre 9/11,
the Downtown market was raging," says Krasnow. "You had vacancy rates less than 5%
in class A space. The market was booming. The resiliency of the market, the resiliency of
the people and then the tremendous investment that has been made in that market, has
clearly positioned better to recover than the market historically ever has had the ability
to recover."

What's Happening With Retail at Ground Zero?

By Jesse Serwer
Managing Editor

Of all the facets of new development at Ground Zero, the retail component remains the most
mysterious and the least elaborated-upon. Who will control the space once it's built? What
will it look like? What sort of tenants will occupy the space, which is located in an office

hub and tourist destination that now finds itself in the middle of the residential renaissance going
on Downtown? As the fifth anniversary of 9/11 is upon us, these and other questions remain large-
ly unanswered.

What is known for sure is that approximately 375,000sf of retail space will be developed along
Church Street in the vicinity of Towers Two, Three and Four, with approximately 200,000 sf more
slated for 11 three-level subterranean concourse inside the Santiago Calatrava-designed PATH
transit hub. Stores at the hub are expected to begin opening for business after the complex is
completed in 2010, butthere is no such estimate forthe Church Street-area retail, which is depen-
dent on the completion of the adjacent office towers.

Currently, the Los Angeles-based shopping center operator Westfield America, which entered



Striking conceptual designs were unveiled for World Trade Center Towers 2, 3 and 4 on September 7 by
three world-renowned architects, completing Larry Silverstein's and Daniellibeskind's vision for

Ground Zero. The three towers were designed by architects Lord Norman Foster, Lord Richard Rogers
both of England and Fumihiko Maki of Japan. The Freedom Tower was designed by David Childs.

into a 99-year lease with the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey for control of the
old concourse mall in the summer of 2001, possesses the right of first offer for the retail
space. As part of a complex 2003 arrangement, Westfield relinquished their rights'to the Port
Authority for $140 million, and then paid the Port Authority $1 million for the first offer rights
on the new complex.

While State politicians, including Assembly Speaker Sheldon Silver, have criticized the
allocation of the first bid rights to Westfield, the situation is anything but a done deal, accord-
ing to Steve Coleman, a spokesman for the Port Authority.

"The Port Authority still holds the retail license for the entire site which we bought back
from Westfield in 2003," Coleman says. "We're going to build the retail until such time as we
decide to go out and hire someone else to run it. [Westfield] has the rights to make the first
offer, but we have the right to reject the first offer if it's not what we think it's worth, and then
go outto a public Qidding process."

Westfield America declined to comment for this story.
The conceptual framework agreed upon by Silverstein Properties and the Port Authority in

April, meanwhile, suggests another possibility. If things don't work out with Westfield,
Silverstein has the right to buy the retail from the Port Authority at market value, provided
they take on a retail partner with a resume that includes having managed at least 500,000 sf
of first-class retail space "comparable to the retail uses contemplated for the World Trade
Center site" for at least five years.

According to one industry insider, that seems like the most practical, and likely, option.
"Everybody is thinking, 'Why else does anyone want to own this but Silverstein?''' says the

source. "He (owns) the buildings above with all these lobbies and connections." A
spokesperson for Silverstein Properties declined to comment on whether or not it had plans
to pursue this option but, as if to not rule it out, reiterated the language in the conceptual

July 13,2005 Ina presentationto CommunityBoard
1, the MTA's capital planners outline the revised
design scheme for the ambitious Fulton Street
Transit Center.The new plan scales back several
features to reduce the project's overall budget by
$40millionwhile keepingmost ofthe key elements.

July 14,2005 The LMDC approves a $7-million
grant for the Chinatown Partnership Local
Development Corporation, to improve business
conditions and strengthen Chinatown'sposition as
a center for both culture and commerce.

July 18,2005 BrookfieldProperties,with the helpof
architects CooperRobertsonand other collabora-
tors, kicked off an $B-millionrenovation of Liberty
PlazaPark.

July 29,2005 Followingthe presentationof revised
plans for the WTC PATH Terminal by architect
Santiago Calatrava,the board of the PortAuthority
of New York and New Jersey approvedthe $2.221-
billion project.

Aug. 22, 2005 After 14 months of landscaping,
planting,and paving,the 3.75-acreBattery Bosque
opened, welcoming visitors to its shady benches
and ornamentalgardens.

Aug. 25, 2005 GoldmanSachs,the investmentbank
founded on PineStreet in 1869,announcedplansto
erect a 43-story office tower at West and Vesey
streets. The plan followed negotiations between
the bank,state, and city to secure the location and
finance the $2billion buildingthrough LibertyBonds
and other incentives.

Sept. 6, 2005 WTC Transportation Hub breaks
ground.

Sept. 8, 2005 Officials announce the start of the
deconstruction on 130LibertyStreet.

Sept. 28, 2005 Gov. Pataki announced that the
International Freedom Center will not have a
place at the cultural center planned for the
WTC site, saying that the events of 9/11 should
be the sole focus of whatever cultural institu-
tion finds a home there.

Oct. 14,2005 American Expressannounces that it
will expand its Downtown headquarters with an
additional 200,000sf of office space. Currently,
American Express leases 1 million sf in 3 World
Financial Center,which is located directly across
the street from the WTCsite.

Oct. 20, 2005 WTC Memorial Foundation raises
more than $101millionto fund the memorial's con-
struction and operation (onetenth of eventual esti-
mated cost of $1 billion).

Oct26,2OO5 The National Instituteon Standards&
Technologyreleasesits final report onthe WTCter-
rorist attacks and the buildings' collapse. It is the
mostdetailed examinationof a buildingfailure ever
conducted. Featured in the report are 30 recom-
mendations designedto improve the safety of tall
buildings,their occupants and first responders.

Nov. 7, 2005 The Port Authority presents prelimi-
nary plans for the WTCTransportation Hub's retail
spaceto CommunityBoard 1.As muchas 550,000sf
will be developedas retail space expectedto open
in 2010.

Nov. 14,2005 After several delays,the FultonFish
Marketfinally relocatedto HuntsPointin the Bronx.



Nov. 29,2005 Goldman Sachs's world headquar-
ters breaks ground at West and Vesey Streets,
heralding the start of construction on the new 43-
story tower. Initial occupancy is slated for 2009.

Dec. 8,2005 After four years of extensive restora-
tion work, the landmark 140West St. building is
once again headquartersto Verizon.

Dec. 12, 2006 Gov. Pataki gives Silverstein and
the Port Authority a 90-day deadline to "resolve
differences on every element" regarding the
rebuilding effort at Ground Zero.

Dec. 15,2005 Gov. Pataki and Silverstein intro-
duced Lord Norman Foster as the architect for
the site's "Tower Two." Silverstein also
announced the first tenant of 7 WTC-the New
York Academy of Sciences. The Academy
signed a 15-year lease to occupy the entire 40th
floor and is the first tenant to take space in the
building.

Dec. 22, 2005 The TRIA Extensi<Jnis signed into
law by President Bush.The legislation approved a
two-year extension to the Terrorism Risk
Insurance Act (TRIA)extending it until Dec. 2007.

2006
Jan. 3,2006American Expressspinoff Ameriprise
Financial signed a 10-year lease for approxi-
mately 20,000sf at 7 WTC.

Jan. 10, 2006 Gov. Pataki proposed allocating $80
million in state funds toward construction of the
WTC Cultural Center, to be located on the memo-
rial quadrant of the WTC site. The allocation, if
approved by the state legislature, will be the first
use of state funds for rebuilding at the WTC site.

Jan. 23, 2006 Beijing Vantone Real Estate Co.
agrees to the basic terms of a lease for at least
200,000sf of office space on the top five floors of
the Silverstein Properties' site.

Jan. 26,2006 In his state of the city address,Mayor
Bloomberg calls on Silversteinto hand off respon-
sibility for buildingTowers 3 and4, in exchangefor
a reduction of its rent. Bloomberg's speech adds
fuel to the ongoing debate over who's to blamefor
the delays in the building process and who should
build the FreedomTower.

March 14,2lHJ6 In what Silversteincalls a "tempo-
rary setback:' talks between his firm and Port
Authorityofficials breakdown.Gov.Patakihadset a
March 14deadlinefor them to resolvetheir differ-
ences regardingthe rebuildingeffort at the WTC.

March 17, 2006 The Governor and Mayor
announce that Frank Sciame will lead the effort
to ensure a buildable WTC memorial and reel in
the escalating $l-billion budget. The budget is
later brought down to $500-million.

April 16,2006 The first 19 proposed changes to
model building codes based upon and consistent
with the NISI's WTC recommendations were
submitted to the International Code Council.

April 252006 Silversteinagreesto the most recent
proposal from the Port Authority. Under terms of
the agreement, Silverstein relinquishes rights
under its lease to rebuild two towers-including
the FreedomTower-and agreesto pay a rent-in
excess of market-for developmentsites.The-firm
will share insurance proceeds, approximately38%
will go to the PA,and Liberty Bonds.

agreement.
In the meantime, the Port Authority has brought on Jones Lang LaSalle, Robert K.

Futterman & Associates and Tishman Speyer to advise them on such matters as foot traffic
flow, appropriate unit sizes, and an overall marketing strategy. While the consultants remain
tight-lipped about the nature of their research and findings, Robert K. Futterman says the new
spaces provide a unique opportunity to bolster the strengths of the previous concourse mall,
which was one of the nation's busiest shopping centers, with average sales of $900 per sf
annually, before it was destroyed on 9/11.

"When you look at the mass transportation, the office population, the visitors that they
project, the growing residential population and the existing Wall Street population, it all
comes together," says Futterman. "You have parts that can work together to create one of
the world's greatest retail destinations. It will be sort of like Grand Central Station meets Time
Warner Center. Looking at the tenants at those projects you can get an idea [who might be
there] but, in addition to that, sprinkle in some more high-end tenants."

Meanwhile, the impending arrival of upscale shops like Tiffany's and Hermes, as well as
the Whole Foods supermarket going up several blocks north of Ground Zero at 270
Greenwich St., is beginning to change the shape of retail in the surrounding portions of Lower
Manhattan (Brookfield Properties is also reportedly planning a retail expansion at the World
Financial Center that could include a Nordstrom's). The changes are a reflection ofthe grow-
ing number of upscale residences in the area-more than 36,000 people now live in Lower
Manhattan, up 58% from 2000-and that new element is likely to play out at the Trade Center
as well.

"There will be later trading hours," says Futterman. "Weekends have been non-existent
over the last five years, and that's all changing because of the residential component."

Downtown Residential: Slowing But-Still Strong
8y Joseph Dobrian
Contributing Editor

The Downtown residential market may be slowing down a little, and tondo conversions may
become less frequent as demand for office product picks up, but the verdict's unanimous:
Downtown is a viable 24-hour community now, and will soon be just as much so as the

Upper East and West Sides. Sales of individual units are taking a little longer now, and pric'es are
steadying---:and observers agree that those are healthy signs.

According to the Downtown Alliance, Downtown's residential population has more than dou-
bled since 199D-from 14,000 residents to over 36,000, with a current occupancy rate of 95%. At

ttLenders wilL be looking hard at sale prices
to make sure they're achievable."

RONNIE LEVINE
Meridian Capital

least six new residential buildings are slated to open in the next several months. When the 4,700
units currently under construction are completed, they will attract approximately 8,200 additional
residents to the Lower Manhattan community.

But the potential for residential development Downtown is nowhere near full realization,
asserts Kent Swig, president of Swig Equities. He declares that two factors-improved
transportation, and growth in the financial services industry-make Downtown a natural
mixed-use area.

"Four large transportation hubs, three of which will be connected-Whitehall Street station,
which is already completed, plus Santiago Calatrava's PATH station, the Broadway/Fulton Street
subway station, and Battery Park Ferry-combined with job growth Downtown, will make that
residential market one ofthe hottest in the city," he says. "Right now, the highest per-sale prices
in residential are occurring in TriBeCa: higher even than in ZIP Code 10021.The ZIP Code with the
highest income growth per capita is in the Financial District; it's also the highest education ZIP



Code in the U.S. Tiffany, Hermes, and other prestigious retailers are moving into the area, all with-
in a block and a half of each other, where there's more money by day and by night than anywhere
in the country."

Swig is currently converting 25 Broad St. into 326 condo units; it will probably come on line this
fall. Prices are holding, Swig says, while inventory is slightly growing; this is moving the market
towards equilibrium.

"The market's still going up, just not as quickly as before," he concludes. "The recent massive
increase in price was not healthy, so this slowdown is good news. Units are still trading."

Ronnie Levine, managing director of Meridian Capital, agrees that Downtown residential was
growing too fast for a while, and he reports that many lenders are still shy of that market.

"Lenders will be looking hard at sale prices to make sure they're achievable," he warns. "You
can't underwrite in all neighborhoods the way you can in Midtown. First mortgage lenders have
pulled back a little, so borrowers have to add more equity, or mezzanine. The dynamics are differ-
ent because construction costs and L1BORare both escalating-although the latter has stabilized
now-so condo construction is not expected to
grow as fast. But if you have a good sponsor, and
a good site, you'll get financing."

Moreover, recent conversions have brought
supply of Downtown office space more into line
with demand-which could lead to a rise in
office rental rates, according to Charles Singer,
director of market research for Rockrose
Development Corp. That, he suggests, could lead
to the cancellation of some conversion plans.

"But both the condo and the rental markets
are strong Downtown," he adds. "The rental
market, in particular, is driven by employment.
Every time a new job is created Downtown
there's an opportunity to rent an apartment."

As for condo construction, Jeffrey Gould,
president and CEO of BRT Realty Trust, warns
that with more residential product now available
Downtown, buyers are likely to be a little more
choosy-and thus developers will have to be
very tuned into their desires, especially at the
high end.

"People are looking for more bells and whis-
tles, such as rooftop pools and other creative
ideas," he says. "We're aboutto close on a prop-
erty in SoHo, where we're providing a $27 million
acquisition loan, which will be renovated to
seven or eight luxury condos, each with an indi-
vidual pool."

Meanwhile, Battery Park City is moving
towards the end of more than 40 years of devel-
opment. The last two residential buildings there
are now in the planning stages, according to
Stanton Eckstut, FAIA, principal of the firm of
Ehrenkrantz Eckstut & Kuhn Architects. He adds
that the Battery Park City combination of water-
front, promenade, public space, and residential
development, surrounding a commercial core,
might well be carried over into the rest of
Manhattan, plus parts of Brooklyn and Queens.

"The two new buildings will be joined at the
base and below grade," he says "and will feature
a community facility, owned by the Battery Park
City Authority, at the base. The building~ will
come on line in about three years, and will be
entirely of Gold LEED standard. The sides that
face North End Avenue will blend with the Battery
Park City concept, while those that face West
Street, with views of Downtown, will be more a
part ofthe new World Trade Center fabric."

April 27, 2006 The Freedom Tower officially
breaks ground for the second time, with all the
dignitaries in attendance.

May 3,2006 Silverstein announces commission
of architects to design Towers 3 and 4. Richard
Rogers is named to design the two-million-sf
175 Greenwich St. (Tower 3). Fumihiko Maki of
Japan will design the 1.8-million-sf 150
Greenwich St. (Tower 4). Design work begins
immediately with construction scheduled to
begin next year and should be completed by
2012.

May 11, 2006 John Whitehead, chairman of the
LMDC, announced his plans to resign his posi-
tion at the end of May 2006.
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May 18, 2006 Gov. Pataki announced that Kevin
Rampe will return to lead the LMDC as its chair-

_man, replacing John Whitehead.

May 22, 2006 Exactly four years to the month
since construction began, 7 WTC (250 Greenwich
St.) opened.

June 1,2006 Brookfield Properties cut the ribbon
on its renovated park at Broadway and Liberty
Street, after just 10 months under construction.
Formerly known as Liberty Plaza Park, it was
renamed Zuccotti Park in honor of the US chair-
man of Brookfield Properties, John Zuccotti.

June 19,2006 Silverstein Properties secures an
anchor tenant for 7 World Trade Center. Moody's
Investor Services signs a term sheet for approxi-
mately 600,000 sf on 15 floors.

June 20, 2006 After weeks of speculation, a
revised plan for the WTC Memorial was released.
The new arrangement keeps the memorial in line
with the original "Reflecting Absence" design,
while bringing the cost down to within the estab-
lished $500-million budget. The changes to the
design are not expected to delay the memorial's
scheduled Sept. 11, 2009, opening.

June 26, 2006 Silverstein and the Port Authority,
file a complaint in Manhattan's State Supreme
Court alleging that several insurance companies
have indicated they might not continue to make
payments. Non-payment could jeopardize the
redevelopment of the WTC.

June 28, 2006 BearingPoint Inc. signed a lease
for 52,000 sf of office space in Three World
Financial Center. David M. Childs of Skidmore,
Owings & Merrill details refinements made to the
1,776-ft Freedom Tower, since the concept was
unveiled in June 2005. The building incorporates
advanced life safety systems that exceed the
requirements of the New York City Building Code.

June 29, 2006 The US General Services
Administration and the Port Authority enter into a
memorandum of agreement where Customs
could occupy a similar amount of space in the
Freedom Tower as they had in 6 World Trade
Center. The agency was the majority tenant at
the site and occupied 591,890 sf priorto 9/11.

July 5,2006 The makeover of one of Downtown's
most-traveled thoroughfares is celebrated in
Battery Park City as the New York State DOT
wrapped up the $70-million Promenade South
project.

July 11,2006 Beijing Vantone Real Estate Ltd. did
not deliver the letter of credit by the deadline
imposed by Silverstein. Silverstein pulls the deal
off the table.

July 26, 2006 Mansueto Ventures LLC signed a
15-year lease for approximately 40,000 sf of
space in 7 World Trade Center.

Aug. 17,2006 The World Trade Center Memorial
Foundation and the Port Authority of New York
and New Jersey begin construction of the foot-
ings for the WTC Memorial and Museum.

Aug. 24, 2006 Darby and Darby LLP, an intellec-
tual property law firm took two floors or 80,000 sf
at7 WTC.

www.LowerManhattan.info
contributed to the timeline.

Downtown's newly reopened and renamed $8-million Zuccotti Park at One Liberty Plaza was
financed by Brookfield Properties. Photo: Jori Klein

Making Downtown a
Cultural Destination

One Liberty Plaza's park, reopened nearly five years after it was heavily damaged in the
terrorist attacks, stands as an evergreen symbol of the city's effort to turn post 9/11
Downtown Manhattan into a 24/7 cultural destination.

The $8-million-renovation of Liberty Plaza Park, financed by Brookfield Properties and newly
renamed Zuccotti Park for John E.Zuccotti, the company's US chairman, has been heralded as
a major achievement and attraction of the reviving area. With 54 honey locust trees, 500 in-
ground lights and two significant sculptures-Mark di Suvero's 70-foot-high abstract steel
work "Joie de Vivire," and "Double Check," J. Seward Johnson's bronze statue ofthe man with
the briefcase that became an icon after it survived the attacks virtually unscathed-it is designed
as a welcoming oasis next to the World Trade Center's gaping black hole.

The park's reopening, along with a host of year-round cultural events that started or ramped

http://www.LowerManhattan.info
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up after 9/11, is part of a larger and largely successful marketing effort not
only to bring New Yorkers but also tourists back to the area.

"It's about revitalizing Lower Manhattan," says Valerie Lewis, vice
president of marketing and communications for the Downtown Alliance.
"We want to encourage people to come Downtown, stay Downtown,
come back to Downtown and spend money Downtown. We know that 75%
ofthe people spend money when they come Downtown, and I want that to
be 100% this year."

Right after 9/11, Downtown cultural and arts events were used as a tool
to heal the spirit of the city with the Lower Manhattan Development Corp.
leading the way; now, they are being used to uplift the image and eco-
nomics of the area. (The controversial corporation, which was charged
with choosing a master plan and a memorial design for the World Trade
Center, recently announced that, mission accomplished, it was being dis-
solved as planned.)

A prime attraction, the five-year-old River to River Festival draws some
1.2 million people every summer, making it the largest free cultural arts
festival in the nation. The event, a direct response to 9/11, pools the
resources of the Downtown Alliance; the Lower Manhattan Cultural
Council; South Street Seaport; Hugh L. Carey Battery Park City Authority;
The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey; and the World Financial
Center Arts & Events program, the largest year-round free performing arts
and cultural program on the East Coast.

"Before 9/11, we had a variety of special events, but it was disparate,"
Lewis says. 'The area wasn't marketed as a destination or coordinated."

Now, the alliance, which holds some 500 events between June and
September, is working on adding to its fall and winter lineup,

Melissa Coley, spokesperson for Brookfield Properties, says that the
company, which with American Express, Merrill Lynch and the Battery
Park City Authority, sponsors the arts and events program at the World
Financial Center, sees the cultural activities as a way to "enhance the
quality of the property."

"It's another wonderful amenityfortenants, and the programs are free,"
Coley says. "It's a way for major companies to support the arts in their
own back yards, and tenants do cite it as one of many reasons for choos-
ing the building."

For Brookfield and the other sponsors of the program, which has been
running since 1998,turning the Winter Garden and the public spaces ofthe
World Financial Center into a canvas for public art "is an enormous eco-
nomic development device that can be a driving force in the life of the
neighborhood," says Debra Simon, executive director of the program.
"Just look what BAM did for Brooklyn."

The goal of World Financial Center Arts & Events is to serve as the leading
showcase in Lower Manhattan for the visual and performing arts and, Coley
says, to keep the "beautiful space animated, active and alive for employees
and the community."

The free performances, which attract 1,500 to 5,000 people from the tri-
state area, "are what make the World Financial Center such an incredible
place to work," Simon says, adding that many of events are scheduled to
coincide with lunch breaks so workers can get the maximum enjoyment.
"After 9/11, I was inundated with artists and groups that wanted to do pro-
gramming about the attacks, but we decided that we were going to look
forward, not backward. Now, our audiences are up over where they were
before 9/11."

The programs, which have included commissioned dance pieces, the Bang
on a Can Festival, a silent film festival and a kite exhibition, are chosen to
"maximize the uniqueness of the space," says Simon, and "to develop the
next audience for consumers of art."

As for Zuccotti Park, Coley says that it's very likely that it will be even live-
lier in the future as it finds its niche in the Downtown cultural scene. "We
probably will have free programs there, too," she says, adding that all the
groups are working together to continue to make Downtown a world-class
arts center. 9/11 aside, "the River to River Festival and all these programs
are here to stay," she says. -RENY
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